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A B S T R A C T   

Electricity Market is structured to fund reliable electricity supply, meet the need of consumers, ensure the 
affordability of end-users, and support national economic development. In recent years, to meet challenging 
emission target set by Government, power system in the UK has a rapid increase of integration with various-scale 
Renewable Energy Sources (RESs) and Energy Storage Systems (ESSs), which pushes the electricity market re-
form to accommodate the changes, encourage renewable energy integration, adopt new technologies, stimulate 
consumers participation, and ensure the power system resilience. The paper reviews the history of UK electricity 
market evolution, driving factors of reform, and the trend of current electricity market reform. In history, the UK 
electricity wholesale market has experienced three significant reform stages, which are introducing the Elec-
tricity Pool of England & Wales (the Pool) in the 1980s, implementing the New Electricity Trading Arrangements 
(NETA) in the 2000s, and performing the Electricity Market Reform (EMR) in 2013. To address the new emerging 
challenges in decarbonising power generation, the paper explains and analyses on-going electricity market 
changes and the trend for future electricity market reform.   

1. Introduction 

Electricity market serves as an effective mechanism linking genera-
tors, transmission enterprises, consumers, regulatory bodies, and gov-
ernment policy together [1–3]. Developed countries, including UK, USA, 
Norway, Canada, and Chile, have been continuously reforming their 
electricity sectors in the past 40 years, which are also considered as the 
first echelon of electricity sector reform [4–9]. In general, electricity 
reform can be summarised as three phases [10]: Phase 1 integrated 
regional/isolated grid to a vertical grid (from generation, transmission, 
and distribution to consumption) driving by the technology develop-
ment. Phase 2 can be described as the liberalisation of electricity market 
and promoting competition [11]. The third phase is driven by inte-
grating and encouraging power generation of renewable energy sources 
for decarbonisation. Electricity market mechanisms cannot be simply 
copied between countries as the diversity of geographical environments, 
resource distribution, population density, economic characteristics, and 

government regulations for each country [9,12]. 
In the UK’s 2008 Climate Change Act, Government sets a goal to 

slash 80% of greenhouse emissions compared with 1990 level by 2050 
[13]. In the past ten years, power generation from renewable energy 
sources (RES) such as wind, solar energy, biomass energy, and 
geothermal energy increased rapidly. In 2019, the UK produced a total 
of 323.7 GWh of electricity, with around 37% of it from RESs [14]. RESs 
rapid impose a significant impact on grid stability, and it is becoming 
more challenge in maintaining the balance between load and generation 
due to the intermittence nature of RESs and the reduction of grid system 
inertia or spin reserve from rotating machines [15–17]. Therefore, the 
cost of grid balance has continuously increased in recent years, which 
costed National Grid over £1.5 billion in 2020 [18]. Balancing cost 
definitely increased electricity price and deprived potential economic 
benefit of renewable energy. Moreover, a bulk of high-resolution data 
has been collected from Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) [19], 
which provides valuable information for business innovation in power 
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Fig. 1. (a) The diagram of the relationship between the structure of the UK electricity industry and electricity trading, and (b) the organisation of the UK electricity 
market after the first reform.  

(2) The Process of Settlement 
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sectors. Finally, home levelled RES and ESS, which may turn end con-
sumers to potential electricity providers, and needs to have its position 
in nowadays electricity market. All these issues have challenged the 
conventional structure of UK electricity market. Indeed, future elec-
tricity market is expected to subvert the most basic mode of power 
operation and will push conventional vertical grid moving towards to 
smart grid with the capability of accommodating bidirectional energy 
flows. 

The role of current Distribution Network Operator (DNO) is changing 
and evolving to become Distribution System Operators (DSOs) to meet 
the demand to managing energy mix and local generation increases in 
the UK [20]. Four pilot DSOs projects started between 2017 and 2018, 
aiming to investigate the future roles, functions, and responsibilities of 
DSO [21–24]. In the project “TRANSITION” [21], the cooperation be-
tween DSO, ESO, and the role of Neutral Market Facilitator (NMF) 
Platform are discussed. Northern PowerGrid formed a project of testing 
“Customer-Led Distribution System (CLDS)" and aims to identify the 
most appropriate future structure to accommodate a large volume of 
DERs at a minimum cost while providing easy access to energy markets 
for customers [22]. Electricity Flexibility and Forecasting System (EFFS) 
project, beginning in 2018, explores the requirement of DNO transition 
to DSO through developing an understanding of forecasting and 
communication requirements [23]. FUSION project concentrates on 
managing local distribution network constraints, encouraging DERs, and 
accelerating utilisation [24]. The relationship between DSO and Elec-
tricity System Operator’s (ESO) is investigated as well [25,26]. For the 
work related to consumer structure, such as much more detailed work of 
Virtual Power Plants (VPPs) and Federated Power Plants (FPPs) could be 
found in Refs. [27,28]. Both VPPs and FPPs combine end consumers into 
a group to participate in electricity trading for profits. 

In May 2019, UK Committee on Climate Change (CCC) amended the 
2008 Climate Change Act and revealed a more ambitious goal of 
achieving net-zero carbon emissions by 2050 [29]. The Act has no doubt 
stimulated more power generation from RESs and consumers’ partici-
pation in the UK electricity market. This paper is to give an in-depth 
analysis of the history and development of UK electricity market and 
to understand the current under-going electricity market reform. 

2. The first reform: the pool 

2.1. Background 

The UK electrical system has a history of approximately 140 years 
[30]. In 1881, UK operated its first community electricity generator in 
Godalming. In 1900, power companies were authorised by Electric 
Lighting (Clauses) Act 1899 to supply electricity to authorised users, 
which is considered as the birth of UK electricity industry. In the 
following decades, power stations were gradually interconnected to 
provide electricity supply with increased flexibility and security. The 
rated voltage across the transmission lines was increased from 6.6 kV to 
132 kV in the 1930s. Following this development, the Electricity (Sup-
ply) Act 1919 and Electricity Acts of 1922 were published, which 
established Electricity Commission, appointed Electricity Commis-
sioners, and joint electricity authorities to provide central coordination 
and regional organisation [31]. In 1926, the Electricity Supply Act of 
1926 introduced the first significant national coordination: Central 
Electricity Board (CEB), which managed the generation of electricity in a 
limited number of power stations that were interconnected by a national 
grid. Electricity Act 1947 established twelve Area Electricity Boards 
(AEBs) for the distribution and supply of electricity to consumers, which 
replace 625 separate organisations in England and Wales. Besides, all 
generations and 132 kV National Grid were vested with newly estab-
lished department, called British Electricity Authority (BEA). In 1955, 
BEA became the Central Electricity Authority (CEA). In 1957, it was 
further changed to Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) to 
replace CEA. It owned all big generators of National Grid, managing the 

power generation, transmission, and distribution in England and Wales. 
CEGB provides electricity to twelve local electricity boards, and local 
boards sell electricity to consumers within their responsible areas. The 
Electricity Council was established accordingly to oversee industries and 
CEGB with responsibility for generation and transmission [32]. 

In 1979, Mrs. Thatcher and the Conservative Party decided to reduce 
Government’s direct intervention in economy, sold state-owned enter-
prises at a low price, and carried out a series of state-owned industry 
privatisation reforms. In 1989, the UK issued a White Paper on the 
power industry by proposing the privatisation of power industry and 
implementation of a free-market economic policy. The new structure 
was introduced on 31 March. 1990 under the Electricity Act 1989. 

2.2. Structure of the pool 

The privatisation activated the competition of providing electricity 
through a legal frame of Pooling and Settlement Agreement (PSA). The 
Pool is a mandatory electricity market and all large generators (with 
exceptions only for plants under 50 MW); the generators and customers 
were required to sell and purchase electricity from the Pool. Hence, the 
Pool provides market trading rules for electricity wholesale market and 
sets outbidding rules that the generator must follow [33,34]. As shown 
in Fig. 1(a), PSA legally brings capital to the generation and distribution 
(local suppliers) sides and becomes owners. Government still owns 
transmission network and manages trading and operation of the elec-
tricity market through the Pool markets. The Pool provides [35]:  

(1) The Actual Operation Mechanism 

In England and Wales, two fossils fuel (National Power (NP) and 
PowerGen (PG)) and one nuclear power (Nuclear Electric (NE)) gener-
ation companies should sell electricity and compete in the Pool. Also, 
other sources of electricity were allowed to trade in the Pool as long as 
they were certificated and allowed electricity importing from Scotland 
or overseas (France). In Scotland, two vertically integrated companies 
bundled together sell electricity. In comparison, in Northern Island, 
three generation companies trade with long-term power purchase 
agreements, as these regions are not included in the Pool [36]. 

For supplying electricity to consumers at the distribution level, 14 
independent Regional Electricity Companies (RECs), which replace 12 
ABES, purchase electricity from electricity generators through the Pool. 
Each REC was obliged to supply on request all reasonable demands for 
electricity in its authorised area. On December 11, 1990, RECs were 
privatised and renamed as Public Electricity Supplier (PES). 

With regards to the Pool management, National Grid Company 
(NGC) operates the Pool and becomes Grid Operator (GO). GO is 
responsible for scheduling and dispatching all power transactions. NGC 
also administers the Pool’s settlement system on behalf of the Pool 
members. Members of the Pool are wholesale buyers and sellers of 
electricity who decides how the Pool was running, modified, or changed. 
The organisational structure of the UK electricity market during this 
period is shown in Fig. 1(b). 

The Pool accommodates a day-ahead wholesale market. All genera-
tion units will be queued according to the bidding price. Then, based on 
the load forecasting information and considering reserve demand of 
systems, a combination of units is selected [37]. All costs paid to gen-
erators are shared equally by consumers, which also includes capacity 
payments. Capacity payments are considered as the payment to units 
that keep active during the period, even if work is not required during 
this period. Besides, an economic contract usually accompanies trading 
in the Pool: the most common one is Contracts for Difference (CfD) [38] 
to reduce uncertainties caused by fluctuations of electricity prices. CfD 
works in a way that a generator receives, in addition to the usual pool 
price for any sales, a sum equal to specified strike price less than the pool 
price, multiplied by the specified number of units contracted. Moreover, 
there is a market for Electricity Forward Agreements (EFAs) as a 
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supplementary mechanism, which allows primary components of elec-
tricity price uncertainty to be hedged on a short-term basis. 

Contracts would be settled based on actual amount of delivered 
electricity, its real-time price, and contracts signed before. The settle-
ment date begins at 0:00 every day and ends at 0:00 on the next day. 
Each operation day is divided into 48 equal settlement periods. Settle-
ment System Administrator (SSR) takes charge of the process of settle-
ment. The initial settlement is established within 4–5 business days from 
trading day, midterm settlement within 9–10 business days, and final 
settlement within 5–17 business days [39,40] with consideration of 
reliable reading data.  

(3) Demand Side Response and Ancillary Service 

From the perspective of maintaining system development and grid 

balance, reducing load and increasing power generation have the 
equivalent effect on grid balance. Therefore, some end consumers agree 
to change their load with price variation and grid need [41]. Since 
December 1993, Pool officially launched a demand side bid mechanism, 
and large users can submit their bid, including their capacity and ex-
pected price. Generators can also provide ancillary services for extra 
revenue. There are four main types of ancillary services in the UK 
electricity market: frequency control, reserve demand, voltage and 
reactive power support, and black-start [42]. NGC acts as an Ancillary 
Services Provider, Settlement System Administrator, and Pool Funds 
Administrator [38]. 

2.3. Discussion 

At the beginning of reform, the price of electricity decreased due to 

Fig. 2. NETA (a) application times for different sectors and (b) Key elements of each sector.  
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the competition introduced, which brought a great benefit to the end 
consumers. However, the price of electricity has increased since 1995. 
There are many reasons for soaring electricity prices, such as oil price, 
gas price, and inflation. Inadequate market mechanisms also have an 
inescapable responsibility. NGC is responsible for management of the 
Pool. However, there is no independent body to supervise NGC. Besides, 
the legal document, PSA, is a commercial contract between participants, 
and there is no specific mechanism to push them to modify rules unless a 
consensus can be reached. Moreover, the complicated bidding process of 
The Pool also increases the operating cost. The biggest flaw in The Pool 
structure would be the requirement for the mechanism to share the cost 
of contract equally with all electricity purchasers. In that way, purchaser 
loses supplier’s bargaining power. As a result, electricity prices in The 
Pool do not reflect the actual cost of electricity and the supply and de-
mand in the electricity market. To hedge their business risks in The Pool, 
large companies tend to acquire upstream and downstream companies. 
This move has further exacerbated the monopoly in electricity industry. 
Potentially, monopoly generators can lead to an overall increase in 
electricity prices and unusual volatility (e.g., monopoly price-fixing or 
price wars between oligopolies). These actions often result in a vicious 
circle of monopolies by forcing small and medium-sized enterprises out 
of market. 

3. The second reform: NETA 

3.1. Background 

After more than ten years of operation, some of drawbacks of the 
Pool mechanism have gradually emerged, such as soaring electricity 
prices. Besides, the Pool has only been implemented in specific areas: 
England and Wales, indicating that the UK still does not have a unified 
electricity market. Hence, UK began to reform the Pool and hoped to 
expand the Pool to whole GB range. “New Electricity Trading 

Arrangement” (NETA) reforms were first proposed by Government in 
1998 and implemented in 2001. In 2005, British Electricity Trading and 
Transmission Arrangements (BETTA) were established, and it expanded 
NETA from England and Wales to Scotland, establishing a united elec-
tricity market in Great Britain. 

3.2. Structure of the NETA 

NETA is a self-dispatched energy-only market (abolishing capacity 
payments), which replaced the central dispatch mechanism of the Pool, 
aiming to encourage competition. The fundamental principle for NETA 
was bilateral trading [33]. All output of generators is required to be 
contracted, thus removing incentives to manipulate spot market [33]. 
Free bilateral contracts would encourage sellers to increase spot price to 
above marginal cost when under-contracting while reducing price below 
the marginal cost when over-contracting [43]. NETA accommodates 
four electricity market products with different functions: Forward 
Market, Power Exchange (spot market), Balance Mechanism, and 
Imbalance Settlement. The structure of NETA and service for each sector 
are demonstrated in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. 

Both in Forward Market and Spot Market, bilateral contracts are 
signed by traders through free negotiation. Contracts are allowed to be 
signed several years ahead of fulfilling contract in Forward Market (also 
known as Futures Market), including Forward Contract, Future Con-
tract, and options shown in Fig. 2(b). Forward Contract is a kind of 
contract-specific tariffs and delivery time, while Future Contract is 
similar to Forward Contract but allows to trade their contract. Options 
are right to buy and sell electricity during a specific period at a specified 
tariff, while trading in options is also permitted. Spot Market is used to 
fine-tune contractual electricity for contracts signed in the Forward 
Market [44]. At present, NORD POOL and Epexspot are the two markets 
to operate Spot trading. The day ahead auction, intraday trading are 
primary contract types in Spot Market. The day ahead auction will hold 

Fig. 3. Time line for different services in Spot Market.  
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a day before delivery and intraday trading happened on delivery day. A 
more detailed timeline for different services is plotted in Fig. 3. Not both 
Forward Market and Spot Market traders are able to sign bilateral con-
tracts as parties to the contract, although these traders do not generate 
or consume electricity [45,46]. 

The demarcation point between spot market and the balance 
mechanism is called “Gate Closure” time [47]. At this time, all trading 
activities in spot market exchange stopped. After “closed gate”, NETA 
would conduct the settlement of balanced market. The “Balancing and 
Settlement Code (BSC)", a rule for settlement mechanism, was launched 
as part of NETA as well. The settlement mechanism can be divided into 
two phases: the balance settlement and imbalance settlement. The bal-
ance settlement applied for actively managing and controlling the grid 
power flow. In contrast, the imbalance settlement used flow of funds to 
punish market participants who fail to fulfil contracts. That is, settle-
ment mechanism focused on power, while imbalance settlement oper-
ated with funds. National Grid (NGC and Lattice Group merged to form 
National Grid Transco in 2002), working as the system operator, will 
carry out system control through the balance settlement to ensure the 
balance between generators and load, and maintain system safety and 
power quality [44]. As for the imbalance settlement, ELEXON, a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of NGC, is established and administers BSC on 
behalf of the UK electricity industry [48]. 

The auxiliary services under the UK electricity market balance 
mechanism are divided into mandatory and commercial. There are two 
types of mandatory auxiliary services: one is required for all generators 
with operating licenses, such as reactive power and frequency response; 
the other is provided by some generators according to bilateral agree-
ments, such as black start and quick start. Generators voluntarily pro-
vide commercial auxiliary services under bilateral agreements [49]. The 
balance mechanism is a market for commercial auxiliary services that 
National Grid purchases different types of contracts such as frequency 
response, reactive power compensation, and reserve services to solve 
transmission constraints and maintain balance between supply and de-
mand [50]. 

To avoid monopoly, an independent organisation, Office of Gas and 
Electricity Markets (Ofgem), was established to regulate both natural 
gas and electricity markets within UK in 1999. The primary legal basis 
for supervision of power industry by regulatory authorities is Author-
isation of Electricity legislation to issue licenses for various types of 
businesses such as power generation, transmission, distribution, and 
power supply. It also supervises the implementation of conditions 
related to these licenses and has right to impose penalties for violations. 

The role of Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) is modified as 
well. The Utilities Act 2000 introduced legislation of separating elec-
tricity distribution and supply, removing the concept of PES [51]. 
Following this change, the responsibility for supplying electricity to all 
consumers is replaced by a licensed distribution network operator with a 
statutory responsibility. Each geographic area of DNO is also divided in a 
statutory form, which ensures that each area has a specific DNO to serve 
the consumers. The statutory duties assigned to DNOs are similar to 
those assigned to transmission network operators. Besides, DNO is 
required by law to promote a level playing field and be able to provide 
consumers with an efficient and stable electricity network. 

3.3. Improvement and expansion: BETTA 

In December 2003, UK government and independent regulator 
Ofgem put the reform of the Scottish electricity market on the agenda 
[48]. New electricity market mechanism set in the UK is the “British 
Electricity Trading and Transmission Arrangements” (BETTA). The UK’s 
Energy Act 2004 established a unified power trading, balancing, and 
settlement system. This Act legally redefined transmission business ac-
tivities previously uncommercialised and split transmission function 
into two parts: System Operator (SO) and Transmission Operators (TO). 
The former is responsible for coordinating and managing power 

transmission within full UK range. The latter, TO, plays the role of assets 
of UK grid within a specified range. In general, the main functions of 
Great British System Operator (GBSO) include the purchase and use of 
balancing services in all periods, the real-time operation of transmission 
system and commercial contract for running grid and network. GBSO 
will also design a grid-connected and network-based charging mecha-
nism for charging fees to grid-connected and network customers. 
Finally, GBSO pays revenue toTO. TO will continue to own original and 
new transmission assets within its designated areas, be responsible for 
asset maintenance and optimisation, plan, invest, and construct its 
network. 

Government is no longer the owner of electricity assets following this 
reform. The entire electricity sector, including generation, transmission, 
and distribution, is fully capitalised. Government became a regulator to 
electricity industry, with its primary responsibility being to oversee and 
regulate the industry. 

3.4. Discussion 

NETA/BETTA uses bilateral contracts to replace complex trading 
mechanisms of the Pool. As a result, it increases efficiency. Bilateral 
contracts also bring consumers (such as DNO and large factories) into 
electricity market, avoiding unilateral market manipulation by Gener-
ators. In contrast to the Pool, NETA/BETTA gives consumers ability to 
bargain in electricity market. Through bilateral contracts, consumers 
can effectively use price competition to undermine “tacit price” between 
oligopolies, thus effectively reducing electricity bills. NETA/BETTA 
abolishes the capacity market and converts the UK electricity market to 
a pure energy market. By using Forward Market and Spot Market, 
electricity price reflects short-term and long-term capacity needs. Be-
sides, the generator and suppliers are encouraged to participate in 
electricity market through long-term contracts to reduce investment 
risks by locking in long-term returns. After NETA/BETTA reform, Gov-
ernment has completely removed itself from being the owner of assets, 
retaining only the management and regulatory role, which also avoids 
structural defect of the Government acting as both owner and manager 
of assets. 

Balancing load and generation through purchase and sale of elec-
tricity by market entity in electricity market. The balancing and 
imbalance mechanisms are used to execute the final physical balance 
and to penalise market participants who fail to achieve a net contract 
volume of zero. However, the imbalance penalty price is not perfectly 
designed and the imbalance penalty price may be lower than the elec-
tricity market price. On this occasion, market entity has avoided 
financial losses or increased its revenues (called Net Imbalance Volume 
(NIV) chasing) by exploiting the price gap between imbalance penalty 
price and market price. NIV defeats the purpose for which NETA/BETTA 
was designed, reducing the electricity market’s efficiency. 

At the beginning (from 2000 to 2004) of NETA/BETTA, electricity 
price was reduced significantly due to fierce competition in electricity 
market. On the positive side, end-consumers can use electricity at a 
lower price. On the negative side, the electricity market failed to 
effectively attract investment due to limited profits, resulting in a 
decline in system backup reserves. In 2006, UK reserve factor of power 
generation capacity dropped from 35% at the beginning of the reform to 
22% [52]. The proportion of research and development investment in 
sales revenue of UK power grid companies has dropped from 2% before 
the reform to 0.1% in 2011 [53]. More seriously, limited profits refuse 
new participants as it is challenging to meet the cost of investment, and 
push players who have already invested in fighting for more market 
share. This trend leads to market evolving towards current “The Big Six” 
[33], that is, British Gas, EDF Energy, E.ON, Npower, Scottish Power, 
and Scottish Southern Electricity (Ovo Energy has acquired SSE’s retail 
customers at the beginning of 2020). The Big Six held a combined 
market share of 70% for electricity supply in Great Britain [54]. With 
BETTA mechanism, generation companies can sell electricity to 
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themselves and automatically hedge against electricity price un-
certainties. This incentive pushes the UK electricity market to withstand 
the risk changed from market manipulation in the Pool, to monopoly 
enterprises in NETA. The UK average annual domestic electricity bill has 
continued to rise as shown in Fig. 4 [55], and there is no doubt that 
monopoly resulted from BETTA. 

4. The third reform: EMR 

4.1. Background 

In 2010, the UK National Grid estimated that the gap between de-
mand and generation in electricity would reach 20 GW in 2020 with a 
current peak demand around 60 GW [56]. The coal and oil power plants 
with a capacity of about 12 GW and the 7.5 GW nuclear power all will be 
shut down [57]. It is expected that total investment in UK power sector 
will reach £110 billion from 2010 to 2020 to upgrade the facility and 
compensate for the gap [58]. 

Besides, to ensure the target of emission reduction, British Govern-
ment reiterated its intention of developing renewable energy in 2009 
[59]. New regulations to attract more investors to participate in UK’s 
electricity market are needed. On July 12, 2011, the white paper 
“Planning our electric future: a White Paper for secure, affordable, and 
low-carbon electricity” was published, which is regarded as official 
preparation for Electricity Market Reform (EMR) [60]. 

4.2. Structure of EMR 

Contracts for Difference (CfD) and Capacity Market (CM) are two 
central policies and other policies include Emission Performance Stan-
dard (EPS) and Carbon Floor Price (CPF). Fig. 5 indicates how EMR 
mechanisms and institutions fit together. Government will set an overall 
policy direction and critical parameters within the delivery plan. Na-
tional Grid works as SO to provide analysis to ministers of Department of 
Energy & Climate Change (DECC) on crucial parameters and run generic 
CfD and CM allocation processes. DECC was responsible for providing 
budgets for CfD and CM. In July 2016, DECC and Department for 
Business, Innovation, and Skills were merged as the Department for 
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) [61]. The Low Carbon 
Contracts Company (LCCC) and the Electricity Settlements Company 
(ESC) are both private limited companies owned by Secretary of State 
for BEIS. LCCC would contract with qualified electricity generators by 
using provided budget and take charge of financial transactions related 
to CfD, while ESC is responsible for financial transactions related to CM, 
including making capacity payments to capacity providers, controlling 

collateral, and managing auction credit cover. 
CfD is a kind of contract signed between an electricity generator and 

LCCC. CfD would ensure revenue of generators is stabilised at a pre- 
agreed level (Strike Price) during contract period. CfD is an economic 
contract that locks in revenue of parties, and the payment or charge in 
CfD is based on the difference between actual market price and contract 
price (normally the price is an estimated price needed to bring forward 
investment in a given technology): as shown in Fig. 6, CfD compensates 
generators to get it to a predetermined return (blue area) when market 
price is lower than agreed price (day 1–20 and day 24–32). Once market 
price exceeds the contract price (day 21–23), generators must repay a 
part of revenue that exceeds predetermined price (red zone). 

CM is a mechanism to ensure sufficient reliable capacity by providing 
payments to encourage investment in new capacity or for existing ca-
pacity to remain open [62,63]. CM participants can bid for contracts in 
auctions (called T-4 auction) held four years ahead of delivery date. 
Supplementary auctions (called T-1 auction) will be held a year ahead of 
delivery. T-1 auctions will allow bidders of demand-side response ca-
pacity to participate in Capacity Auctions. The auctions will follow a 
descending clock format, starting with offers for a specific price and 
gradually reducing until minimum price is reached, at which the supply 
of capacity offered by the bidders is equal to the volume required. If 
successful at auction, existing generators and demand-side responders 
will be offered one-year capacity agreements at clearing price. A 
completer delivery year starts on 1 October and ends on 30 September 
next year. In the delivery year, contract capacity must be available to 
grid from 16.00 to 19.00 every day. Providers are expected to be 
available to respond with their agreed generation volumes or load re-
ductions when called on by National Grid at times of system stress, and 
its mechanism is shown in Fig. 7. National grid also provides some 
long-term contract for some particular occasions, such as a 15-year 
contract are available for new plants and three-year agreements are 
available for refurbished plants to encourage investment in new gener-
ation assets. 

EPS came into force on February 18, 2014 under the Energy Act 2013 
[60]. EPS is a regulatory limit on the amount of carbon emission from a 
fossil fuel plant, while carbon pricing and other incentives will 
encourage switching to cleaner forms of electricity generation. CPF was 
introduced in 2013 and aims to provide a stable and sufficiently high 
minimum carbon price to encourage investment in low carbon elec-
tricity generation in the UK [64]. 

4.3. Discussion 

In the EMR, CfD encourages more RESs such as wind and solar. There 
are approximately 37% of electricity generated by RESs in UK in 2019 
[14]. Different pots were established with different budgets to prioritise 
different types of renewable energy sources. UK government puts more 
money into pot two (offshore wind and biomass CHP) compared with 
pot one (such as onshore wind and solar) and three (biomass conver-
sion). However, does an offshore wind and biomass CHP represent the 
future of renewable energy in the UK? Is it reasonable to pour more 
funds into above two technical class and ignore other types of renewable 
sources? 

The objective of CM is to provide a reliable supply of electricity. To 
achieve the target, CM has brought back capacity market to the UK 
electricity market, a kind of market that was abandoned in the previous 
NETA/BETTA reform. EMR restructure the UK electricity market as 
shown in Fig. 8. The method of capacity stacking does ensure a reliable 
supply of electricity to consumers, but this will inevitably increase 
electricity bills of end consumers. CM is somewhat at odds with EMR’s 
objective of providing affordable electricity. Moreover, CM requires 
parties to provide needed capacity consistently over contract years, 
which is a considerable challenge for renewable energy plants, as it is 
challenging to guarantee stable capacity in a given future year. In 
contrast, conventional fossil power plants are not affected by weather 

Fig. 4. UK average annual domestic electricity bill from 2007 to 2019.  
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conditions and can guarantee capacity. CM has therefore been accused 
of not supporting RESs because traditional power plants are more 
competitive in bidding. 

Moreover, CfD and CM both use long-term contracts (15 years or 
more) to provide stable electricity prices and encourage enough in-
vestment. However, the history of electricity market reforms in UK tells 
us that reforms have been increasingly frequent: the first reform (The 
Pool) last for ten years, the second reform for nine years, and the 
ongoing reform now are only for seven years. It is still debatable whether 
this long-term concordance of incentives will actually stimulate more 
RESs. Should the growth of RESs in the UK be attributed more to sci-
entific and technological developments or government policies? The 
problems of the Big Six still exist, and since its inception, the Big Six has 
been actively involved in reform. Interestingly, the result of reform is 
that UK government will work with the Big Six to optimise the UK 
electricity market, rather than solving the problems of the Big Six. 

Finally, dominant participants in the market can gradually reduce their 
total cost by rebuilding power plants or retrofitting older units, which 
may make electricity market difficult for other new investors to survive. 

5. Lessons-learned from three reform 

In the Pool reform, electricity prices dropped as the electricity 
market joined the competition at the beginning, but after several years 
of development, the electricity price rose again. This change reveals the 
fact that no policy is perfect. In fact, any policy changes over time will 
have different effects. Therefore, policymakers need to be reminded that 
they should not try to solve problems once and for all through laws and 
regulations. At the beginning of the Pool reform, only the competition 
on the generation side is considered, and its specific form is that power 
buyers equally share the power auction expenses. This is because elec-
tricity consumers were homogenised in 1980s, so the NGC conducted 

Fig. 5. The mechanism of EMR.  
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auctions on behalf of consumers. However, with the diversification of 
electricity demand, this auction method cannot truly reflect the supply 
and demand situation in the electricity market. Another experience that 
can be drawn from first reform is the mutual restriction of rights that 
should always be considered. Once an institution or organisation is both 
the maker of rules of game and the player of game, it is difficult to avoid 
the institution or organisation being able to participate in competition 
fairly. In the Pool reform, NGC members both participate in bidding and 
determine rules of auction, and there is no independent body to oversee 
the NGC. 

NETA/BETTA, the second reform, uses bilateral contracts to intro-
duce consumers (such as DNOs and large factories) to electricity market. 
The price of electricity therefore reflects the relationship between the 
generation and demand in the electricity market. The fundamental 
reason for this change is that the way of sharing electricity bills with 
consumers makes electricity prices dominated by generators. Consumers 
simply cannot enjoy reasonable electricity prices. Bilateral trading and 
commodity attributes are considered to be the greatest successes of 
NETA/BETTA. So it can be observed that the development of regulations 
and policies is not necessarily as innovative as technology in order to be 
successful. For the policy, it is more like a summary and reflection on 

past patterns. Advanced technology is forward-looking, and the 
forward-looking nature of regulations is sometimes dangerous. There is 
a need to be more cautious in the development of policy towards new 
technologies, and an extensive post-reform or cautious strategy may give 
more opportunities for more potential science and technology. NETA/ 
BETTA also abolished the capacity market and converted the UK’s 
electricity market into a pure energy market. The debate on capacity 
markets and energy markets has never ended. Capacity markets were 
initially designed to ensure that the system had sufficient spare capacity 
to generate electricity at any given time, while proponents of energy 
markets argue that a well-functioning energy market naturally has suf-
ficient spare capacity. However, to author’s knowledge, there is no 
example of a well-functioning electricity market that would justify the 
redundancy of a capacity market. As a basic source of energy to ensure 
livelihood of citizens, the power sector is necessary to ensure sufficient 
capacity reserves with capacity markets. The elimination of capacity 
market was therefore a major failure of the second reform. Supporting 
this conclusion is the fact that in the third reform the capacity market 
was reintroduced into the electricity sector. Balancing load and gener-
ation through the purchase and sale of electricity by market players in 
the electricity market gives electricity the attributes of a commodity, 
allowing it to be sold as an ordinary commodity. Interestingly, NETA/ 
BETTA was also the period when “The Big Six” was formed, which 
means that NETA/BETTA facilitated the conditions. Policymaking may 
also need to consider factors beyond technology. The advancement of 
science and technology has promoted policy reform, but the designation 
of policies may also require more factors other than science and tech-
nology, such as game theory and consumer psychology. 

In third reform, different types of renewable energy sources have 
been classified into different pots. However, the pot with offshore wind 
and biomass CHP has the most financial support. This means that 
offshore wind and biomass CHP will attract more capital, while other 
types of renewable energy sources will be put at a disadvantageous stage 
in the UK. Putting more money into the above two technology categories 
and ignoring rest kinds of renewable energy is one that should be 
carefully discussed. In EMR, the capacity market was reintroduced into 
electricity market, which was implemented to ensure the stability and 
reliability of the UK electricity system. The reintroduction of the ca-
pacity market has also aroused some controversy. Some scholars believe 
that the capacity market puts renewable energy sources at a disadvan-
tage, as participants need to be able to provide the promised capacity at 
any time if participants want to bid in capacity market. However, 
electricity generation of renewable energy sources is unstable to a 
certain extent, relating to the installed capacity and environmental 
factors such as weather or wind speed. Capacity market is a typical 
policy compromise, with the Government choosing the former between 
stability of the power system and its low-carbon goals. Capacity market 
does not indicate Government is giving up on low-carbon target: CfD is 
designed to continue to support renewable energy sources. CfD uses 
long-term contracts to pre-lock the revenue during the contracted period 
to encourage adequate investment in terms of renewable energy sources. 
It can be seen that in the third reform, both the stability of power system 
and target of low carbon are taken into account. 

The core of the reform of the UK electricity market is marketisation 
of electricity. The fundamental driving force for this reform is the 
development of electricity technology to enable electricity to form 
interconnection and flow between areas. Technological progress making 
electricity to be sold and bought freely in a market like a standard 
product is the key to reform of UK electricity market. Electricity has not 
been entirely a commodity until now, so the reform of UK electricity 
market is a brave attempt. British Government wants to create a market 
where electricity, an energy source that is not entirely a commodity, can 
be freely traded. Therefore, a more forgiving attitude is the key to 
encouraging Government continuous exploration as a pioneer. Another 
point worth discussing in the reform of UK electricity market is the issue 
of monopoly. Before the first reform, electricity sector was actually 

Fig. 6. The mechanism of CfD.  

Fig. 7. Mechanism and key factors of the CM.  
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dominated by the Government. The first reform introduces electricity 
market and bring capital in, while in second reform, a large amount of 
capital poured into electricity market forming the Big Six. The wealthier 
capitalists quickly occupied the electricity market with their advantages. 
The reasons for this phenomenon are the objective laws of capital 
market and the inappropriate design of the electricity market (poten-
tially encourages entrepreneurs to merge to hedge risks). Therefore, 
both the nature of electricity and the characteristics of market should be 
considered during the electricity market design. 

For current UK electricity market, it seems inevitable to change the 
established fact of monopoly, so the next reform should focus on regu-
lating these monopoly enterprises in terms of their profits. Moreover, 
electricity was not considered storable in previous electricity market 
designs, which meant that electricity produced in real time had to be 
consumed in real time. The balance of power grid in current electricity 
market is to punish each generator, trader or consumption unit based on 
the difference between real-time electricity consumption/generation 
and purchase/sell. But with the rapid development of energy storage 
technology, electricity may be stored in large quantities in the near 
future. Through energy storage, intermediaries may compete to some 
extent with generating units. Therefore, the position of energy storage in 
future electricity market should be carefully considered. Appropriate 
application of energy storage can achieve positive results such as 
shaving peaks and filling valleys and stabilising electricity prices. 
Conversely, inappropriate use of energy storage may result in generation 
units not making a reasonable profit, even withdrawing from the 
market. 

6. Challenges and trend of electricity market reform 

The movement towards low-carbon energy has pushed trans-
formation of generation and consumption, which imposes changes to 
power transmission, distribution, and system operation. The primary 
changes in generation include more power from intermittent RESs and 
smaller-scale distributed power generation connected to the grid. 

Fig. 8. EMR based UK electricity market.  

Fig. 9. The possible future of the UK electricity market.  
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Intermittence and unpredicted nature of renewable energy increase 
challenge of maintaining load balance and spin reserve reduction made 
grids have less network inertia. On the other hand, with the develop-
ment of local generation, end consumers are becoming prosumers as 
they use and also generate electricity [65]. More and more end con-
sumers will start using self-generated electricity to promote green 
agenda. This trend weakens the connection between grid and end con-
sumers and challenges existing structure of power systems. Meanwhile, 
as the cost of ESSs drops, more ESSs will be installed on grid, which will 
make load demand more complex than before. Producers combined with 
ESS can flexibly change their energy usage patterns: they can freely 
dispatch their own electricity to a certain extent, so demand to grid 
without following their real consumption curve. Hence, the conven-
tional way of load and generation forecasting and management is no 
longer suitable. 

Another significant change anticipated is the electrification of road 
transportation and heating [66–68]. The electrification would increase 
electricity load massively in one aspect, and also presents an excellent 
opportunity for power systems to manage load and generation balance 
by regulating onboard ESS of electric vehicles and using thermal energy 

storage as a buffer to regulate electrical load. 
It is inevitable for those conventional large-scale fossil fuel power 

plants to be replaced by relatively small-scale RES. National Grid esti-
mated that up to 58% of all generations (around 136 GW) could 
potentially be decentralised by 2050, while it was only 29% in 2018 
[69]. Decentralised generation, to some extent, drives for changes in 
power system management. 

The future UK power system is expected to move towards to:  

1) a few large-capacity centralised power plants (nuclear) mixed with 
many power generators from renewable energy sources;  

2) bilateral power flow grid (mainly on distribution level);  
3) growing number of prosumers;  
4) a more efficient and better-serving power system based on AMI. 

The current on-going change is to move DNO structure to DSO, 
which will independently operate the distribution network in their 
responsible areas and run a regional power market [21–26]. Participants 
for different mechanisms of electricity market are shown in Fig. 9. It will 
have large-scale power plants such as nuclear power plants and other 

Fig. 10. The relationship between ESO, DSOs, national electricity market and regional electricity market.  
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organisations formed by integrated end-consumers with aggregated 
capacity over the threshold for electricity trading through national 
electricity market. Small-scale power generators (may be prosumers) 
and other organisations such as VPP can directly participate in regional 
electricity market. Nevertheless, all participants in regional electricity 
market should locate in their regions. Participants can enter any elec-
tricity market, but they can no longer compete in two electricity markets 
at the same time. The existing bilateral contracts should be adopted by 
all electricity trading to encourage competition. 

The prosumers are encouraged to compete in regional electricity 
market by selling self-generated electricity or storing low price elec-
tricity to make profits. VPP is designed for end-consumers or 

organisations with limited production to compete in regional electricity 
market. If an electricity generation body is too small for trading through 
regional electricity market, it can be united via an aggregator or VPP 
system to be a part of a bigger trade unit. Through VPP systems or 
similar organisations, electricity market will not exclude any generators 
from the electricity market. Compared with integrated control of VPP, 
FPP is developed where participants are free to enter and quit. The 
relationship between ESO, DSOs, national electricity market and 
regional electricity market is shown in Fig. 10. 

To more accurately distinguish the responsibilities of ESO and DSOs, 
the terms “electricity fluctuations” and “load and generation balancing” 
are used here. DSOs take responsibility for the balancing of regional 

Fig. 11. Diagram of electricity management on grid level and distribution level.  
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electricity fluctuations and ESO takes responsibility for the balancing of 
load and generation as shown in Fig. 11. From Fig. 11, national elec-
tricity market operated by ESO should sell and purchase bulk electricity 
called national electricity (blue region). In contrast, regional electricity 
market would sell and purchase electricity called regional electricity 
(red region). 

As illustrated in Fig. 11, if the fluctuation of demand exceeds the 
capacity of DSO, DSO would report this gap to ESO and ask for extra 
electricity to compensate for the gap. ESO is responsible for compen-
sating the gap between load and generation that happened between 
distribution networks. The demand curve of grid constantly fluctuates as 
it is the sum of multiple basic demands from different DSOs, as shown in 
Fig. 11. Note that in a single region, the amount of transmitted national 
electricity may be greater or less than the amount of regional electricity. 
It depends on features of local distribution network, such as the number 
and capacity of DESs and fluctuating demand. 

In summary, the responsibility of DSOs is [70–75]:  

1) To conduct regional load and generation forecasting using the AMI 
data.  

2) To meet the ripple of load forecasting (blue region in Fig. 11) curve 
and submit the net demand curve (Red region in Fig. 11) to ESO 
through regional electricity market. If demand exceeds the top or 
bottom edge of DSOs capacity (purple or green line in Fig. 11), this 
information should be forwarded to ESO through DSO.  

3) To enable customers to be both producers and consumers.  
4) To facilitate the optimal use of DERs on distribution networks to 

deliver security, sustainability, and affordability in support of whole 
system optimisation. 

While the responsibility of ESO is [70–73,76–78]:  

1) Based on information such as weather, temperature, and wind, 
electricity generated by renewable power plants should be predicted.  

2) Based on the sum curve of predicted demand submitted by DSO and 
generation prediction, ESO plans reasonably the production of 
electricity between different power plants and power flow on the 
grid. 

3) ESO is responsible for the ultimate balance between load and gen-
eration, in case of the gap between load and generation exceeds 
capability of DSOs. 

DSO is an organisation that does not yet exist in the UK, but it is 
under experiment with some pilot projects [21–24]. DSOs must deal 
with flexible demand, and operate networks that can accommodate 
dispatchable resources like DR. They control networks capable of 
intelligently aggregating many different geographically dispersed inputs 
and complications. In this way, electricity market will be structured to 
have two levels: grid level and distribution network level. Large-scale 
power plants and large-scale energy storage power plants operate at 
the grid level, while the distributed and small-scale generation units and 
energy storage equipment operate at the distribution level. National 
electricity market can be developed from current electricity market. 
DERs are pretty similar to power plants and energy storage plants on a 
grid scale at distribution level. Therefore, the existing electricity market 
can also provide valuable experience and guidance for the future 
regional electricity market. Separating the large-scale power plant and 
DERs into two different electricity markets protects large-scale power 
plants from the low-price electricity generated DERs. It also protects 
DERs from a large capacity of large-scale power plants. More detailed 
algorithms between DSO and ESO are discussed in Refs. [79–82]. 

The main advantage of such a structure of electricity market is that 
regional electricity markets in different regions can formulate corre-
sponding strategies according to features of their regions, such as 
encouraging different types of renewable energy. Participants can enter 
any electricity market as long as they meet requirements, which ensures 

the competitiveness of market. To maintain security, the grid needs to be 
kept active by ESO in case DSO fail to manage their networks. Tiered 
electricity market keeps grid active and enhances the stability of UK 
grid. 

7. Concluding remarks 

In this paper, the history and three reforms of the UK electricity 
market are discussed, which helps identify the critical elements required 
for further electricity market reform. The first reform of the Pool marks 
UK electricity industry privatisation and the establishment of UK Elec-
tricity Market. The second reform of NETA/BETTA uses bilateral con-
tracts to replace complex trading mechanisms (the Pool), so capital can 
participate in all stages of electricity industry (generation, transmission, 
and supply). The third reform EMR uses CfD, CM, EPS, and CPF to 
encourage the growth of renewable energy and provides secure and 
affordable electricity to end consumers. Then the trend for future elec-
tricity market evolution is discussed with clarifying responsibilities of 
ESO and DSOs in transmission and distribution networks. 
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